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F 1. 

Brockway 

./ 

Welter 

Nowak 

MSH 

• 

Needs more reading surface in stacks 
#4 and #S (From left) - no pla ce to read 
N.Y. Times bound volumes 32" x 23" if tables 
are occupied. (See Nowak comments) 

Lectern in stack #3 might be nearer center of 
stack. 

Stacks on 1st floor (at south end) should give 
easier access to cubicle (east side) - there 
will be traffic problems . 

Could short north-south stack 
be replaced by adding 1 section 
to each of short east-west stacks? 

Q,uestions size of stack lecterns. ve they 
ample for N. Y. Times, for example? What 
about shadow

Would it be possible to sound-proof carrels 
facing the wall? 

Ditto Nowak and Brockway on lecterns. 

What about 10" or 12 11 shelves for Government 
Documents? room enough for 12 11 shelves 
here and consulting table (e . g . cat. consult
ing table?) 

Ditto Welter remarks about south-east stacks. 

Fine if booths could be pleasantly sound
proc -fed. 

What about 18 1 of stack where tables now are -
(avoid irregular sizes as much as possible) 
Would there still be enough room to g et around 
end of stack? 



F 2. 

Nowak 

MSH: 

F 3. 

Welter 

MSH 

Regrets absence of sufficient exhibit space. 
Too little in proportion to the rest of the 
Library. 

Still questions Lobby reading area. 

Files really ought to be near reference 
area . 

Is there room for 5 catalog cases? 

Why 26" x 22" book truck in cataloging 
room? (O . K. O - for unpacking shipments? 

Typ. stand in Assistant Librarian's Office? 206 

What about facing East carrels - toward the 
East? 

MSH ok 

Question about ledge on East. - Is this 
pipes? 
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